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FOREWORD

This document is a machine translation of Russian

text which has been processed by the AN/GSQ-16(AW-2)

Machine Translator, owned and operated by the United

States Air Force. The machine output has been fully

post-edited. Ambiguity of meaning, words missing from

the machine's dictionary, and words out of the context

of meaning have been corrected. The sentence word

order has been rearranged for readability due to the

fect that Russian sentence structure does not follow

the English subject-verb-predicate szntence structure.

The fact of translation does not guarantee editorial

accuracy, nor does it indicate USAF approval or dis-

approval of the material translated.
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INTRODUCTION

Nuclear weapons wereo used for the first time by American imperialists in

August 1945 with the bombardment of the Japanese cities Hiroshima and Nagasaki, as

a result of which nearly three hundred thousand persons became victims of the

monstrous crime of the ruling circles of the United States.

Issuing the coimand to use this weapon, the goveinmnt of the United States

pursued not only military but political aim. The atomic attack on Japan mrked

the beginning of a policy of blackmail and Watssure on the Soviet Union.

Nurturing senseless plans of rocket-nuclear war against the socialist camps,

the aggressive imperialistic !-treles developed a mad arms race, concentrating the

main efforts on perfecting nuclear weapons and accimulating reserves. Based on the

calculations of military experts, the contemporary world reserves or rm-clear weapons

can be considered as having, approximately, the power of i2.5 million such atomic

bombs as were used by thi Americana in Japan in 1945. fhe United States has con-

ducted a large nmber of tests of nuclear uomnition in the atmosphere, wider

ground, and in space.

President Kennedy of the United States ns openly discussed the preparation

of the American comand to develop initiative in the nuclear conflict with the

Soviet ni!on. and Secretary of Dtf'nse .Nac!amara has adkitted that Ln the 1962/1963

f: icaI year the American military clique plans to spend almost 15 billion



dollars on nuclea'- weapons. Is more confirmt ion needed that the United States ise

increasing the nuclear arm. race?

The Soviit Union conducts a peace loving policy,, threatens no one, and plans

to 4\ttack no one.

However, inainuch as there exists the threat of releasing war by using means

of man attack, our country, for the purpose of guara~nteeing its own safety, is

forced to have contemporary powsrfiil weapons, includWn even rocket-nuclear

weapons which would allo us reliably to protect the interests of our native land

and to ensure, when necessary, the destruction of any agressor.

Contumporear nuclear weapons and rmcko-* means of delivery erase th~e rhoundary

between the front and rear and put *hnder the sat of destruction any inhabited

locality, at W.n distance from the border. The civil population in the first

place will be the victim of rocket-nu.clear weapons, but organixed protect ion ahead

of time can decrease human losses.

In order to &e.clue unnecessary victims, the Soviet people should develop a

daily interest in the studIy of the destructive action of nuclear weapons, and alar

the means and methods of protection from .4t.

The present pamphlet is composed of material from t. i Soviet and foreign 1Prems.

The author does not pretend an exhaustive and all-inbracing ilhuiraiAt ion of all

questious, but tries to exp~ound briefly certain data about nuclear weapons and

r.ethods of potectio- fha them.

The imterial1.-in this pamphlet in deni~gned for a wide circ-le of reade." )1'.vw.

an interest in questions of protection from weapons of mass &stacK.



A. Gone4  Characteristics of nuear Wea o

A nuclear weapon is a weapon of explosive action. It ie based on the use of

energy given out during vY.ious nuclear transformations. Dspending upon the

principles of the use of this energy three form of nmclear ammunition are dis-

tinguished: atomi, thermonrclear, and hydrogen-ur&nitm warheads.

All the enerpy of the explosion of atomic warheads is caused by fission chain

reaction of atmic nuclei of heavy elements, for example plutoniua or isotopes

(varieties) of uranium.

Scientiste $ave calcullated that during fission of all atomic nuclei, 1 kilogram

of the isotope uranim-235 will give off approximately the saw energy content, a3

explosion of 20 thousand aerial bombe weighing one ton each.

"The explosive action of thermonuclear warheads is based on the use of energy,

instantly given out during fusion reaction (joini-M) of the nuclei of light element.,

for example isotopes of hydrogen - deuterlim and tritium, under condtions of very

high (several tens of million degrees) temperatures. This reaction 'i- a&compenied

by a colossal energy release. It has been established that durlng a nuclear usicn

reaction of a quantity of any weight of nuclei of 10t elow to, 5 - A tinmes no.

energ will be given off than durilig zuc!6ar fission chain reaction cf a qua.n* ily

of the same weight of nuclei of heavy elents.

Fyirogen-urania wrheads are based on the principle of using explosive



energy, given off as a result of the consecutive developnant of three nuclear

reactions: nuclear fission of the atoms of heavy elements, nuclear fusion of light

elients, avd nuclear fission of natural ureniu-238. Application in anmition

of a shell frew mtural uraniu-238 allows us significantly to increase the power

of nuclear explosion.

Destructive properties of nuclear amnmmition in qualitative ratio are identict I

The difference lies only in the power of the explosion, that is, the amount of

injury inflicted.

So that we may mre clearly understand the phenoena occurring diuring nuclear

explosion, we will become acquainted with the principal mechanism of certain

nuclear ammnwition.

As has already been said, at the basis of the action of ammunition with a

nuclear warhead is a nuclear chain reaction occurring practically instantly and

having an explosive character. This reaction appears during the inflence of free

neutrons on an atomic nucleus of uranium or plutonium, as a result of which the

nucleus is divided initially into two fragments, giving off two or tl'.-ee free

neutrons capable of causing the fission of other nuclei, etc. This leads to a

nuclear chain reaction. The win parts of such asemition are the atemic charge,

the explosive mechanism, and the shell (housing). A nucl- ar chain reaction Is

possible only-in the case where the mass of the atomic chtrge is equal or *=.-ods

a definite magnitude called "critical". So that premature explosion does not

happen, the charge is placed in the amunition divided into sercral parts, each of

which le less than critical and is located at a certain distanca from the othir.

To increase t'e development factor of the nuclear reaction., the pcrts o f the

charge are swrour-dod by special neutron reflectors.

The amount o-- n.tomic charge depends on type, material, construction, and can

attain several ki- -rm.



For a nuclear chain reaction of an explosive character to occur it is suffic-

ient with the help of a special explosive mechanim, to combine the parts of the

charge into 2 single whole. As a result the mass of the charge will become more

critical, and explosion will occur.

The total weight of contemporary

I HI a nition with a nuclear warhead varies

from several hundred kilograms to eeveraý

towns. The atomic bomb* dropped in 1945

on Japanese cities weighed 4 - 8 tons.

Axw A ition with thersonucle~r war-

h bead is a mechanim ensuring a practicall2•

instantaneous liberation of intranuclear

Fundamental diagram of the energ. The main prts of such amnitic
mechanism of a nuclear (atomic)
bomb: 1) explosive mechanisa; are the thermonuclear charge, nuclear
2) ejection charge; 3) shell;
4) parts of the nuclear chargeI charge, and shell (housing).
5) reflector of neutrons ;6)
artificial neutron source. In contemporary aswmition lithium

deuteride, which does not have critical mass is used as the thermonuclear charge.

A fusion reaction of light nuclei now is possible only at very high tempera-

tures measured at millions of degrees. Such temperatures can be attained only

during an atomic explosion. Therefore, in the ammunition is placed an atomic che

which is the detonator - the exciter of the reaction. With operation of the atc

charge very high temperature is created, as a result of which in the theruonuclea.

charge fusion reaction appears, accompanied by liburation of the huge energy content.

The possibilities of liberating intranuclear energy in thermonxlsar inunition

are theoretically unlimited. Therefore, they are significantly nor3 powerful than

nuclear ammunition.

The pur-aes of the shell (housing) is to prote fuller use of the charge.

To increase the power of the charge at Wesent, the shell can be made from natural

uranitm-238 which, under the influence of neutrons possessing very great speed ed

£ý



riew'gy, is able to enter into the nuclear reaction.

Nuclear charges can be of various power, The power of their explosive action

is specified by the trotyl equivalent, .hat is the weight of a charge of ordinury

explosive (trotyi), whose energy of explosion is equal (is equivalent) to the total

enerby of the explosion of a given nuclear warhead, Nuclear charges can have a

trotyl equivalent from several tons, thousands (kilo) of tons to several million

(mega-) tons.

Various types of ammunition can be

equipped with nuclear warheads.: aerial

bombs, rockets, torpedoes, artillery

missiles. Use of atomic and thermonuclear

(hydrogen) aerial bombL. aind rockets with

nuclear, thermonuclear warheads is most

probable on objects in the rear.

in the United States, based on the
Fundamental di 4•ra of the
mechanim of a thermonuclear power of explosion and purpose, nuclear
(•ydrogen) bomb: 1) explosive
mechanism; 2) nuclear charge; amnuition is subdivided into tactical
A) thermonuclear detonator;
4) thermonuclear charge (lithium (power up to 20 kilotons), operational-
deuteride): 5) *hell.

tactical (from 20 to 100 k'iotons), and

strategic (power above 100 ki:z•tons).

Sometimes it is pos:Jble to encounter conditional nuclear fission aimnudtion

in three sizes: small (vth a trotyl equivalent of 5 - 10 kilotons), average

('20 - 50 kilotons) -and big (more than 50 kilotons). In the equipment of the armios

of the Nato zountries there can be even more powerful ammunition.

Characteristics of a Nuclear Fxlosion

Depending upon the charactter and target of the attack, air, ground ndergroumd,

underwater, space, and other nuclear explosions can be carried out by the enemy.



To deetroy cities and big industrial centers, the most probable are groun and air

nuclear explosions. The external characteristic of air nuclear explosion consists

of the fact that it occurs at a height of several hundred raters above the surface

of land or water, and the fiery sphere appearing during the explosion does not

touch the earth's surface. During ground nuclear explosion the fiery sphere

touches the surface of earth on the largest possible area.

With the explosion of the nuclear charge (nuclear explosion), as a result of

intranuclear reactiou there occurs an instantaneous liberation of huge energy con-

tent, as a consequence of which the temperature in the sons of reaction attains

tens of millions of degrees, and pressure is increased to billions of atmospheres.

At the moment of air and ground explosion, due to the extraordinarily high tempera-

ture, a dasslingly bright flash will be formed, which illuminates the site and the

sky and is visible to marn tens of kilometers. After explosion there will be

formed a fiery sphere in the form of a ball or part of one, consisting of heated

steam and gases. The glow of the fiery sphere, rapidly increasing in dimensions

and lifting at great speed upwards, lasts for several sectinds. Theo the fiery

sphere c0ols and turns into a swirling cloud, seizing dust from the surface of the

land. For several minutes the cloud is connected with a pole of dust and obtains

the mushroom-like form characteristic for nuclear explosion, attaining hugh dimeri-

sions *AIeights of 15 kilometers and more). Thep the cloud gradually loses its form

and is dispersed in the direction of the notion of the wind. Nuclear explosion ir

accompanied by a loud sound reminding one of thunder.

With ground explosion there is formed a fiery semi-eser" and in the center

appears a large funnel, whose dimensions depend on the power of the nuclear ammuni-

tion.

With wulerground explosion, strongly heated gaseous products create a huge

pressure on the ground which leads to its displacement and causes strong oscillations

in the surface layer of earth, reminding one of an earthquake. At the place of

explosion will be formed a funnel of huge dimensions.



Underwter explosion is charactericed by the fact that, in tho boginndng, on

the surface of the water, there Appears a brightly limlnescent spot, after which

above the place of explosion there apT*ars a water pol v wtth a heisht of I - 2

kilo.eters. kbove the pole will be foromwd a wrte- cloud vhieh can attain soveral

kilometers in diameter. Approximately 10 seconds after the explosion particles of

water start to fall and there will be formed basic waves*, surpassing ordinary waves

by a height of 20 - 30 meters.

Space nuclear explosion occurs at ruch a height that the air density is

practically equal to so.* A significant part of the energy of the explosion is

radiated to surrowAing space in the form of light, ultraviolet, infrared, and other

waves. These waves can cause magnetic storms, as a consequence of which inter-

ference in radio and radar appears. The explosion of great power at a height of

nearly 200 miles, performed by Americans on 9 July 1962 in the region of Johnston

Island, caused uigniffrcant disturbances of radio ccemunications and radioactive

contamination of outer space.

Applications of Nuclear Weapons

Nuclear amunition can be used for inflicting blows on various targetb and

delivered to them by various methods.

Nuclear weapons can be applied not onl.- for their effect on troops, but also

for inflicting powerful blows on vitally important objectives located deep in the

rear.

Nuclear weapons can be delivered to rear objectives with the help of aviation

bombing and rocket technology.

*asic wave - a thicx fog of steam and mall drops of water, possessing great
radioactivity.



In the foreign press aircraft are indicated as probable carriers of atomic

andt tnermonuclear bombs. Among their number are the heavy American strategic

bomber B-52 "Stratofortress," which can deliver atomic and thermonuclear bombs of

great power, weighing up to 10 tons, to distances of 5,000 kilometers from their

b&&e (its siaximum speed of flight constitutes 1,000 kilometers an hour) the medium

strategic bomber B-58 "hustler," which del.vers powerful thermnuclear bombs to a

disttnce of 4,000 kilometers from their base with a maximum speed (during use of

only turbojet motors) of 1,600 - 1,700 kilometers an hour and (during additional

switching-on of rocket engines) 2,000 - 2,200 kilometers an hour. Modern means of

anti-aircraft defense are able to reveal such aircraft on distant approaches to an

objective and to wage successful combat by destroying them.

Therefore, considered more effective are pilotless means of delivering a

nuclear charge to targets: winged missiles and especially ballistic missiles of

medium and long range operation, including even intercontinental. For example, it

is possible to bring an American rocket with nuclear warheads of medium range, the

"Jupiter," whdich carries nuclear and thermonuclear charges witý a power of 1 - 2

megatcne to a distance up to 2,500 kilometers with an average speed up to 12

thousand kilometers an hour, or a "Polaris" rocket which can be launched from a

submarine and carry a nuclear charge with a power of 300 kilotons up to 2,700

kilometers. For action at greater distances the American intercontinental ballistic

rocket "Atlas" is intended, with a thermonuclear charge up to 4 magatons, with a

range of more than 8,000 kil.ometers, and an average flight speed up to 20 thousand

kilometers an hour.

Modern means of anti-.; rcraft defense present possibilities for deteting air

targets at considerable di tances. Therefore, in spite of the colossal speeds of

rockets, not to mention wivLed missiles, carriers of nuclear charge, ar" bombers,

they can be detectro with a certain lead, allowing us, in good timie, to inform the

population to take measures of protection.

(7



2. Destructive Mfect of Nuclear ftapoM

Nuclear explosions differ considerably from explosions of ordinary &munition

both in scale and saeo in the character of destructive effect. This is explained

by the colossal quantity (almost simultaneously liberated during the explosion) of

energy manifested in the form of shock vave, light radiation, penetrating radiat ion,

and radioactive contamination. These forms of manifestation of the energy of a

nuclear explosion are the destructive factors of a nuclear weapon. The simultaneous

action of the shock wave, light radiation, and penetrating radiation determine the

combined destructive effect of nuclear weapons on people. Furthermore, injuries to

people are possible for a longer tiw after the explosion ar a result of tUe effect

-f' reAioactive radiation in contaminated areas.

Let us consider more specifically the destrutive properties of a nuclear

weapon.

Shock Wave

An air shock wave is formed as a result of a sharp increase in pressure and

temperature in the boundary separating the fiery sphere of the nucear explosion

from its envirorment. It is a region of very strong mechanical compression (a-r,

water), spreading with great speed to all sides from the plpce of explosion. On

the shock wave is expended nearly 50% of all the energy of the nuclear exuiosion,

which determines its principal value in the amount of injury infliý:ted as compared

with other destructive factors of a nuclear explosion.

The shock wave of air and govund nuclear explosions consists of a zone of

compression (where pressure is above atmospheric) and a zone of rarefaction (where

pressure is sub-atmospheric).

Thus, any barrier encountered in the path of the motion of the shock wave

experivnces double effect: compression which attempts to overturn the barrier in



the direction of !ts motion, and rarefaction affecting the barrier in the opposite

directior. Duwtion of the effect of the zone of rarefaction is approximately

three times more than the time of effect of the mone of increased presure.

In the path of its own motion the shock wave not only inflicts destruction,

but grabs and carries with great speed fragments of destroyed buildings, sheets f

iron, =maI stones, fragments of glass, etc.

(a) C)
9 peA~m g•~ ki'a-

JijP*S INI (e)

(i)

Oeaie8 dom Aa yc Moe ~MA~d P

Graph of pressure change in a shock wave.
UMY: (a) Pressure; (b) Front of shock
wave; '.. Zone of :ompression; (d) Zone

of rarefaction; (e) Atmospheric pressure;
(f) Time of arrival of wave at a given point
of atmosphere; (g) Time of increased pressure
effect; (h) Tine of rarefaction effect; (i)

Time.

The destroying force of the shock wave is determined by the amount of its

excess (above atmospheric) pressure, which is measured in kg/c*2 and tons/N2.

Maximum excess pressure is observed in front of the shock waveg, th~n with

passage of the front it gradually diminishes.

During airburst of nuclear am-init 4oll with a powr of 20 kiloton. excess

pressure attains in the epicenter 3.5 kg/cn2, at a distance of 1 kilomster -

I kg/cu 2 , at a distance of 2 kilometers - 0.3 kg/cu2 .

An important element charicterising the shock wavy is the period of its effect

on a given object, measured, depending upon the pover of the explosion, from several

tenths of a second to several seconds.

! /



With an increase in distance from the place of explosion the time of its effect

is increased.

The pered and distance of propagation of the shook waye, and also it. destroying

force depend on the form and powr of the nuclear explosion, the planning of tre

inhabited localities, the site's relief, and other factors. Near the place of

nuclear explosion the speed of propagation of the -hock waye severel times exceeds

the speed of soindl as distance increases from the place of the explosion it falls

fast. Thus, with an airburst of nuclear aisunition with a power of 20 kilotons the

shock wave attaijs a point 1 kilometer distant from the place of explosion after

2 seconds, 2 kilometers after 5 seconds, 3 kilometers after 8 seconds.

Along the path of its notion the shock wave affects buildings and structures

and inflicts various type or a aage.

During the explosion of the atomic bombs above the cities of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki (power of 20 kilotons' was observcd the full destruction of all ground

buildings and structures at a distance of 1 kilometer, severe damam, at a distance

of 2 kilameters, light damage at a distance of 3 kilometers, and destruction of

glass at a distance of 8 - 10 kilomters from the place of explosion.

The greatest destroying force of the shock wave is manifested in reference to

objects raised above the surface of the land. MNlti-story buildingd and structur's

are subjected to greater destruction than buildings with only a few stor4es.

Lose durable to the effect of the shock wave are wooden buildings, eoecially

the frame type. During the explosion of the atomic boub in Hiroshima wood-frame

homes were destroyed up to 3 k-loneters fiol the place of explosion. At the same

time reinforced concrete buildings with durable metallic fre3 did not receive

significant damages even 270 meters free the place of explosion.

Otructur•s sunI.3n in the earth are subjected to C-i4gnificantly OnALler effects

of the shock wave than those above ground. _4v4 a knrctn influence on the chars-

cter of sock wave effect are site relief andgreen plAnts. Behind the reverse



slopes of elevations the yressure of the shock waye in mailer than on a level sit.ý

In Nlagasaki located in the hills, the destruction of city buildings was in a sign~i-

ficantly smaller area than in the city of Hiroshima located on a level site.

A peculiarity of the shock wave in its ability to flow in closed locations not

only through windows and doors,, but also through m=ll holes and slots. This leads

to the destruction of partitions and equipment inside a building and to injuries c f

people in them.

Durng, an aIr-buret the general area of destruction and damage to Pro1nd

buildings and structures will be greater- than during ground burst,, but the destruc-

tion during ground explosion will be significantly stronger.

Uaprotected people can perish o'r receive various injuries (breaks, contusions,

damage to internal organs, etc) from the direct effect of the shock wave. In the

cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki injuries of medium severity fro the effect of tht

shock wave were observed in a radius up '.o 2 kilowters from the place of explosion.

People more strongly enduzis the direct effect of the shock wave than ground buildings.

Injury to unprotected people appears during excess pressures exceeding 0.4 kg/cm2

and full destruction of major stone buildings during excess pressures exceeding

0.3 kg/CU2 , while partial destruction of buildings occurs during excess pressures

exceeding 0.1 - 0.2 kg/cu2, etc.

However, the shock wave can inflict injury oa unprotected people not cnly as a

result of its direct effect, but also by indirect seans (fragments of destroyed

buildings, flying Itupe of ground, pieces of iron, fragments of glass, and other

objects.) The indirect effect is especially dangerous in inhabited local~ities

where wounds of people by all kinds of fragoents arm possible at significant

distances.

3evere wounds of the inhabitants of Hiroshima andi agasaki by fragments of

buildings were obeerved at a distance of 2 kilometers .1rom the epicenter of the

explosion, but from the direct effect of t.he shock wave at a distance of 750 meters.



With increase in the power of nuclear explosionb,, the distances at which the

hock wave causes definite destructive effect increase approximately with the

following dependence: with a 10-fold increase in power, the radii of sones of

destruction increase 2.2 times; with an increase iii the power of explosion 125

times, the radii of destruction increase 5 times, etc.

The destruction and injury caused by the shock wave appear in a large area.

However, in all cases, the area of regions where all ground buildingB are completely

destroyed and protective structures damaged constitute an insignificant part (3 - 6%.1

of the total nuclear striken area.

Frcm this certain practical conclusions can be made. Ground buildings and

structures are not able to protect people from the shock wave. The best shielding

from the shock wave is furnished by underground structuret.

Using the natural features of taa relief, green cultivation, and other maassve

barriers far from buildings, it is possible to a significant measure to weaken the

effect of the impact pressure (the motio.; of air behind the front of the shock wave).

The shock wave spreads considerably sore slowly than light. A man noticLIg

the flash of the explosion can manage to cover himself. The greater the distance

from the place of explosion, the longer ,he time available to occupy a shelter or

simply to lie on the ground and decrease the danger of inJury by the shock wave.

Light Udiation

The main source of light radiation is the fiery sphere of the nuclear explosion

whose effective glow, depending upon th6 powe- of charge, lasts frCom ore to tens of

seconds. 30 - 40% of &ll the energy of the nuclear explosion goes into light

radiation. In its strength, the light rwaiation considerably exceeds solar radi-

ation on a !-lear day. Thefore, in spite of %he briefness of the action, it is

able to inflict serious injury. During grour4 explosion the effectivwrss of Injury

by light radiation is approximately half as much as during Uir burst, since

", 4X



aPpro0xmAtiY half the saorgy is expanded on melting the orvied. Furthemore, in

the air such dust is lifted, which shields the luminecent region of the explosion.

Appearing during light radiation are visible (ultraviolet) and invisible

(infrared) rays able to inflict burns of various severity on unprotected people and

animals, to cause tesporary loss of sight, and also to be one of the causes of mass

fires.

The main characteristic of the destructive effect of light radiation of a

nuclear explosion is the light pulse. It is determined by the quantity of light

energy falling on one square centimeter of illuminated surface for all the time of

glow of the fiery sphere. Light pulse is measured in calories per square centi-

meter of surface.

The ragnitude of light pulse depends on the form &nd power of the nuclear

explosicn, the distance from the place of explosion, the state of the atmosphere ,

the moent of explosion, and oth6r factors.

The magnitude of light pulse during -irburst of a nu.Dear bomb with a power

of 20 kilotons attains at the place of explosion 130 cal/cm2 , at a distance of 500

meters 75 -&l/cm2 , at a distance of 1 kilometer 35 cal/cm2 , etc.

Effecting people outside a shelter, light radiation can cause burns and carbez.n-

sation of integuments. The degree of burns depends on the magnitude of light pulse.

Thus, a first degree burn, characterised by the reeidening of skin, is caused 'v

ligh' t le. equal to 2 - 4 ca./cm' A second degree burn appearing during a ki -t

rM'ee u. - IC cal/cs is characteris-d by the formation of blisters. A thir-

degmree burr, A-companied by the formation of sores and necrosis cf skin appears

durig a -ight pulse o: 10 - "r Cd1/cm1.

With a big light pu'3e carbonisatton occurs of exposed pats of the body,

Light radiation sets fire to various objects and materials aud :eads to the for-

matior of strong fires at a significant distance t the center of ths r-'clear

explosion. erovevr, &lso causing mass fires !n the nuclear striken area can be #-e



damage a&d destruction of hekting stoves, gae-piping systems, short circuits of

torn e3Jctric lint., and others.

During the explosions of the atomic bomb. in the JApanese cities of Hiroshima

and NMagasai nearly 50% of all injured suffered mainly from light radiation and

fires. With this, severe burns of exposed parts of the body were observed up to

1.5 kilometers frm the place of explosion, light burns up to 4 kilometers, mass

fires in 4 radius of 2 kilometers. During the explosion of powerful thermonuclear

aomition light radiation may cause mass injuries of people at great distances.

The character of burns from light radiation for people depends on the color of

clothes, thickmess of the material frce which they are matle, And "he tI!ghtnese of

fit to the body. Clothes of light tones, especially white, reflect a large part

of the light pulse, while dark absorbs and, consequently, inflames faster. !,. haL

been established that people dressed in clothes of a dark color will receive burr.s

appoxiuately twice as severe Fs those who have on light colors.

Burnas most frequentl7 occur on the face, neck, hands, am other exposes >.rts

of the xody. Considering tha* light radiation spreads rectilinearly, it i.s Possible

to may that bwrns are observed only on sections of the body, turned in the directior.

of t,,e explosion.

Bli••nng usally In observed for people who look in the direction of the

explosion, but it has, as a rule, a temporary character.

Light radiation does not penetrate through opaqui objects -nMd materi'a-s.

Therefore, any shelters, as well as objects zre~ting shadow, c-iar cza-Tetely or

pirtially protect one ft its effect. A ntmber of timely ft -fiwhtiw ueasures

will I. low ua to decrease the d&-,rer of popatior of fireo.

?snetraer. i adIation

Penetrating reai.ation is a fl' of radioact4ve rdiaUin, 5ea-lirg !.o I.a

sles fi-rom the place of expiosion. Appsarin•g urlng n.clear exT-osl)n, *he invisible



radioactive rays (noutron flux and gmma rays) possess the ability to penetrate

thvrah various barriers and to exert harmful biological effectm on living organirims,

as a result of which radiation sickneus can appear.

The character of the destructi-,e effect of radioactive radiation Li estimated

by the cumulative dose of radiation, received by the organim for all the exposure

time. The dose of irraciiation in a unit of time is cal.ed the power of the lcRe.

It is measured in roentgens per hour.

The degree of injury depends nrt rnly on the received dose of irradiation, but

also c the condition of the organim.

It is considered that a person during his life can, without haxr to his health,

receive, in all, considerable Ir-adiation in small doses. Permissible dose for a

wcrking day is 0.05 roentgen; for a week, 0.13 roentgen. With sizultaneous

irradiation the muxizm= permissible dose can not be more than 50 roentgens; .

of 100 roentgens is harmLN1 for the hesIth.

During a nuclear explosion the mWgnitude of the -im'ilativv dove depends on the

forw and power of the explosion, the diatance from the place of explosion, a&rp cther

factors.

DurLif aLrburst of a rnuclear bomb with a power of - NUo'lons, under conditlonr9

of an open site, the dose of irradiation -constitutes, at a distance of 6C meters,

:c thousand roentgens; at a utstance of 1,0(XC meters, 1,000 rcentgenh; a" a -

of 1,50C reelers, 10CK. ren-gers; etc.

With increase of d1sT-.n,•e fro the pFace of axplosion the rad.i•ton , -

.e ns of tiaes.

tawjatton si:knees zan cevelop orlv after rte-eiving a dose of radiatlor. _-%ove

,hat peuissi5 le. her-e a-" three for of raki.4ation sickness: , mec•m,

and sevvre.

•he 11ght form of rac1iat1on sickness -P4ar3 with a dose of iradilaton cý

2)C - -10C rowgens. :ts extern-', ccharicterlstics dere1op orLy -t.er *ever&.. ••u.r.



Then there sets in a per"o which is characterized by ~a satisfactory condition of

the patient. After two to three weeks ther* in obsorvqd an inc rease of temperature,

rcaiting,, diarrhea, and lors in weight. The main tharacterietics of radiation

rmicknoss ame weakly exp~ressed. After medical treatmuent *~ork capac-ity Is~ completely

restored.

Radiation si*k.ness of the medium type appears with a does of irradiation of

3CM0 - 400 roentgens. Tt is Characterized by the fact that the external characteriti-

tics of the illness develop du.ring 4 - 5 day3s, alfter which sets in an insidious

period of imagi=ar well-being. After it the illness anters its progressive at-age

which 1asata two to three weeks. Then, a gradiusl recovery can ret in.

The severe form of radiation sickness appears with' a dose of irradiation Of

more than 400 - :.,C7 .oentgens and Ioets in ixwdiately after irradiatioin. Sharp

headaches and a depressed stilite are observed. One to four 'hours aft'er irradiation

can start nausea., vomiting, diarrheaa, and increased temperature. The inaidious

period will be absent altogether or paus very quickly. Radiation sickness of the

severe type, In many cases,,. ends in dtsatlh,

On the p'dnetratin~g radiation is expended approadimately 55 of all the energ

of the nuclear explosion. The destruc-tive effe.,t of penetrating radiation continues

for 10 - 12' teconda after the vxplosion, The nutuber of~ ffatzl in~iuriea ro the

effect of penetrating radiation in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. was from '? to 15% of" the

total number of injwred. Foma penetrating radiation dited unprotecttid PeoPle uap t4O

WOC meters frm the place of exploa.-ion. Uip to 1,200 meters tha number of cases

danger-ous to life reached 50%, but mort thah 2,,OG meters from the explosion

dangerous -amen of Anjury from penetrazsing radiation were not obstirved. With an

increase in tho power of nuclear aammition the danger of Arjury fr3w pan-trating

radiation increases.

Protection from penetrating radiatior. is based on the abilities or various

materials to weaken the 1ntens4*jw of radicactive radiation. The are durable the



material urod t~hs thickcer its layer , the n~re reliabl1y it will protect.~ Ftr examplep

twice weakeired is the effect of penatratoing radiation dtiarig passage throt~h a layer

of concrete 1-0 cen:timetors thick, a laisr of earth 14 centiastors thick., a l~AyAr of

wood 25 centimeters thick. People whto are in shelters at the ient of explosion

will receive a stgrificantly saller does of radiation than those outside shelter

at the ease distance.

Buildings, structures and various objects are not affected harmful-ly by

penetrating radiation. Hoverer,, it may cause artifical (induced) radioactivity fcr

certain eleints in the cotpobition of the snoil.

Radioactive Cotaqainatioy of Site

Mhe effect of the sho(ok wave, light radiation, and penetrating radSiition is

ILmited by several seConds at di't'Ances measmed in the tens of kilometers.

Radioacti~ve coritaainationi is another matter, occurring as a result of tine

.1llntof radioactive substances both in the region of the explosion, and also

along the jiAth of motion of the so-called radioactive cloudl.

Sources of radioarctive area contamination are fallout substancess in the form

of frapwnte, nuclear fission of the charge, rmuainders of =nseparated parts of

the nuclear charge and induced radioactivity of the soil, appearing as a result

of nevtron flux,

Tho special danger of radioactive contaninatioin con&ists of the fact that it

contaminates sites not in. the region of aexlosion. Tihe radioactive cloud lifts

f-rcu earth dust aviaed with' radioactire substances. It attains several kilometers

in radius mnd moves in the direction of the notion of airflown at a height of

10 -20 kilomters. Alonig the path of the cloud2 radioactive substances froa it

fall to earth,, contaminating the site, air, various local objects,, water, pro-

visions, etc. The so-called "path" of the radloaetive cloud stretches to great

distance# from the place of explosion (several hundred kilometers).
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The degree of area zontamiration with respect to the radioactive "path" do-

pends on the form and power of the explosion, the meteorological conditions, an(

other causee. With an airburst it is mall; with a ground burst, greater. With

the ground explosion of thermonuclear inunition, performed by the Americans in the

region of Bikini Island in the Pacific Ocean in March 1954, radioactive dust affected

Japanese fishermen at a distance of 160 kilometers from the plAce of exploslon.

Contamination of radioactive dust was observed also on vessels 1,600 kilordters

from the place of explosion.

Radioactive substances, falling from a radioactive cloud, are able to preserve

their destructive effect from several hours to several months. Stability of section;

of radioactive contamination will bdsically depend on the properties of the radio-

active substances. Certain external conditions, for example moteo:ological, can

affect the degree of contamination. Wind carries radioactive substances, but rain

washes, lowering thereby the degree of contamination.

Unprotected people and animals in the region of radioactive contamination can

be subjected both to external, like penetrating radiation, and to internal irradia-

tion if radioactive substances together with contaminated air, food, or water get

inside the body. Internal irradiation is much more dangeroua, since as a result of

it radiation sickness can appear.

Protection of people from radioactive contamination is based on the ý--vtection

of the breathing organs from internal irradiation and the exposed parts of the skin

from external irradiation, from radioactive substances hitting them.

It in necessary alsio to consider certAin specific peculiarities of radioactive

substances. They do not have any external characteristics and it is possible to

detect them only with the help of special radiation monitoring instruments. Radio-

active decay cannot be stopped or accelerated by any kind of means or methods.

Therefore, decontamination of the contaminated (by radioactive substancesz) surfaces

of th. site and objects can be performed only by mechanical remval.



Brief Qaractertis ear Strike Area

The territory subjected to the effect rof a nucleur weapon together with the

buildings and structures in it, is callee a nuclear striken area. A nuclear striken

area possesses a nmber of characteristic peculiarities. The great destructive

force peculiar to nuclear weapons leads to the creation of a large area of de-

struction. The simultaneity of the effect of several destrm-tive factors will

form the most varied injuries and damage.

The character and dimensions of the nuclear striken area depend not only on

the power and form of the nuclear explosion performed, but also on the relief of

the site of the inhabited locality, its planning, and others.

Under the effect of the shock wave of the nuclear explosion in the inhabited

localities there will appear massive destruction and damage to buildings aid

structures, mains, power system, and bridges, as well as obstructions to streets

and roads. In the foreign press are presented suppouitiznal data, describing the

zones of destruction in a nuclear striken area. From these data it appears that

the radius of the sone of complete and severe destruction will constitute, with a

ground explosion of nuclear aimmnition with a power of 100 kilotons, nearly 2.5

kilometers, but with a 10 megaton explosion - nearly 8 ýrilometers (respectively,

in area. 20 and 200 kilometers square). The general dimensions of the striken area

with a 100 kiloton explosion attain a radius of 10 kilomsters, and with a power of

10 megatons - 32 kiloeters (respectively, in area, 320 and 3,200 kilometers

square). For the external bcuneary of the striken area we take the bounda-y of the

daMoe to buildings and structures. Consequently, destruction in the nuclear atriken

area carries a massive character and embracer a huge territory. However, the area

of heavy destruction ccastitutes approximstely 5-6% of the total dimnosiw

of the nuclear strAkm area,

la the walear striken area as" fires apar. The stroest are" of fire

are cr•ated beyo the lats of the s s of hevy # atrou 4estreatca. In



regions with snller destruction separate spots of fire and are'R fires appear,

which gradually mv along the inhabited locality and, depending upon th3 density

of building and other factors, can develop into "fire storms." Intense fires in

Hiroshtla and Nagasaki appeared in a sone, 3 - 5 kilometers frca the place of ex-

plosion. In Hiroshima the fires developed in a "fire storm", while in Nagasaki

this was not observed. ?his is explained by the differences in the relief of the

sites. In the opinion of foreign specialists, with a 10 megaton explosion the main

sone of fires appears approimately in a sone 5.5 - 16 kilometers from the center

of the explosion, and the boundary of strong fires in. a radius approximately up to

25 kilometers. The character of radioactive contamination in the nuclear striken

area will be very mnonuiform. The strongest contamination, especially with a

ground burst, will be observed in tht center of the explosion. The region of con-

tazization will have the outline of an irregular circle, stretched in the direction

of the wind. A large part of the fallout falls along the path of notion of the

radioactive cloud and contaminates sites far .'rom the nuclear striken area, in

rogions of so-called radioactive contamination.

Both in the nuclear striken area and in regions of radioactive contamination,

a gradual drop in levels of radiation will occur. The naJority of the territory

2 - 3 days after explosion will become safe for rescue work, since by then the

quantity of decays on it will be less that the permissible dose. In a certain,

-omparatively smaE> part of the territory contamination will be stabler.

The presence of great destruction, fires, and contmination will considerably

complicate efforts to put an end to the consequences of nuclear attack.

3. The Xa,, b•'RD1ples of Or..i+it_ Protection

Guarding the peaceful labor of the Soviet poople stand the Soviet Armed

Porces. At the XXII congress of the 'k inist Party of the Soviet Union N. S.

Khmushchev said. "Th. advances of P-ciaiist production, Soviet science and tech-

no'ogy havy made it possible to carry out Lhe present rvvolution in military matters.
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Our country and the whole socia-list camp now presents a mighty force, which is

fully sufficiont to protect reliably the conquest of So~ialim from the encroachment

of imperialistic agoesors".

In a historically shirt period a fine new technics' material base has been

created for azuing the ar'q and the fleet with the most modern military technology.

Advances in industry have allowed us to introduce into military matters the latest

achievements of automation aaA electronics, rocket %echnolo&y, and atomic energy.

Chief in the development of the Soviet Armed Uborces is the creation in them

of rocket troops with a strategic purpose, which ar- in constant combat readiness.

They are able to inflict a crushing blow on any agmeessor. Sovie.. rocket construc-

tion releases more and sore advanced and mighty rockets. Soviet scientists and

engineers have created global roc.-ets, which can carry multi-megaton nuclear war-

heads to any point on the globe. They are able to accom.paish flight around earth

and are invulnerable to the anti-missile defense of an enwmy. In our country

nuclear charges of super power have been cr-ated and successfully teste... Tests

of new forms of rocket-nuclear weapons, conducted recently, immeasurably increased

the combat might and combat readiness of our Armed Forces. According to the apt

expression of N. S. Khrushchev, now, when imperialists consider the question of

unleashing war, over their heads will always hang, as a sword of Democles. the

&oviet 5'- and IC--megatcr. bombs.

According to the views of foreign aflitiry specialists, contemporary war can

staret with sudden blows from the air on the deep rear. in the first days -tnd ever.

minutes of the war not only the c~itais of the countries will be attacked f.roe the

air, but also iig adm~inistrative -enIters, industrial resions, located even .t great

distances from natkional boundaries. 71heorefore, the ioyiet Armed Forces, on wtich Is

placed the problem of the direct protection of the coxwtry ftro a rocket-nrucleaf

attack, are always reay tc- repel a surprise attack of an enevy and to wreck his

criAinal projects.



An extremely important role in the prevention of a sudden blow on rear area

objectives is played by the air de9fense of the country, whose basic task is to detect

the air eno (aircraft, rocket) and to destroy it in air. The timely detection of

the air enemy will make it possible to warn the population ahead of time of the

danger of attack from the air, which is extraordinarily important for organizing

protection.

To protect the country from air attack, air defense troops are situated, with

modern means of combat, which are able to strike reliably ýrny air target and to

battle hostile rockets. Along with first-class anti-aircraft rockets, troops of

anti-aircraft defense are equipped with contemporary supersonic fighter-interceptors

which have powerful armament and good radar, -s well as other equipment which

ensures them reliable detection and guidance to air targets under any condit-,ons.

Troops of anti-aircraft defense of the country are in constant combat readiness,

vigilantly carryin out their combat duty.

However, it would be deeply erroneous to conclude that the presence even of

the most advanced means of detection and destruction of the air enemy completely

gA.uarantees u4 from threat of attac& from the air. Means of attack from the air in

the most important imperialist states are on a rather high level of development.

The expenditure of huge resources on t~he f,=-ther improve ent of a means of nuclear

weapon delivery to rear area objectives proves that the threat of attack from the

air with nuclear wenpons actually exists. I' •reA.-e, realization of measures to be

undertaken for the protection of the poplalation frcm weapons of mass destruction is

one of the main e2.ements of preparation for the country's defense. The fuI"':Ament

of this task is placed on civil defense, representing a system of goverimnt activity

for the protection oa. the population tro the effect of weapons of msws destruction.

One of the main tasks of civil defense is the timely announcement to the

pcrlation and t,,e objectives of the national econcvq of the thr,;.t of attack from

the air. The succeo•s•t solution of this complicated (especially in the case of

S4



rocket armaments) probIm wili allow 'a good time to udertake easures of pro-

tection whtch, in turn, to a significant degree will lower the lose and destruction.

Direct protection of the population fro injury by a nuclear weapon is the

central problem of civil defense. A very important place in the solution of this

problem is occupied by the preparation of means of protection ahead of time, but

to organise protection only by collective means of protection (refuges, shelters)

is impossible. The best method of protection from nuclear weapons is the timely

dispersion of people and materials beyond the limits of big cities. Realization

of such measures will allow us to a significant degree to evacuate L'T cities and,

consequently, to reduce many times the possible victims.

Successful solution of the problom of civil defense, in many respects, depends

on advance prep&ration of wide sections of t)-. population for prMection from

weapons of mass destruction. With this at.-. aF places of work and residences

instruction nf the population is organised concerning the means and methods of

protectior fro weapons of mass destrtction and also the activities nece~sLry to

counteract the consequences of the air attack. Dir-ect preparation of the population

is conduct'ed by the organizations, the Voluntary Society to Astist the Aruy, Air

Force, and Navy (DOUýAF) and the Union of the Societies of the 'ed Cros and the

Red Crescent (SOXK and K0).

T'he r •rantee of uninterrupted work for objectives of the nationaI economy,

,ander threat of attack, is .ttained in the first place by accom• ishing, ahead of

time, technica& and other measures of civil defense.

Use by the enmy of nuwlear weapcns can lead to a cmplicated situation. 1

is necessary, Ln a lifLited time, to conduct rescue and urgent mergency restorat!-n

work (urgent imergency restoration work is that which should facilitate rescue

cperations) which wil.l. aemar soining ilarge quantity of pi-pared VW trainec

pecple.

-fo fufill .h* tasks of Couwteracting the conseqvieces of qm -.ttack, f:cu

C-.



tho workers and mployees of a given enterprise, institution, or school, and also

frcm tenants of apartment boumes, are formed special non-military civil defense

organisatiton: miite, teasi, groups,, ections, etc.

The role of civilians in the nomilitary civil defense organisation is most

important as a motbod cf attracting the attention of wide sections of the -dopulation

to the solution of practical problem of civ.1 defense, and, consequently, the

problim of strengthening the defense of the relics of our native land.

4. MeaNs and Methods of Protection Fr Nuclea r Weapons

Recently published were the recollections of one Japanese physician who rendered

aid to the victims of the atomic bombardment in Hiroshima. He writes:

"...In the city territying panic reigned; streets were heaped with corpses,

in the aIddle of which, staggering -- amed raddened, naked people, their clothes

burned off their skin peeled in stripe, hair fallen. But most disgusting and mean

was the fact that the ;sople who doowed Hiroshima to these tortures did not notify

their victims what, precisely, they wuld strike then with."

At present we know not only how nuclear weapons strike, but also how Lo r

ourselves frcm them. There exist various collective and individual eieamn of pro-

tecting people fro nuclear weapons.

Collective 4ean* of Protection

People in streets, yards and other places during enemy attack wi!.. suffer not

only fron the effect of the shock wave, ligt radiation, and penetratini radiation

accompmrniml nuclear explosion, tut alsc -•'ra radioactive substances Ana fragpents

of constrvrction, destroysd buildings, etc.

Collectiv mons of protection are the best protection: rsf'ps aMd all form

of shelters.

In cities with large end dese popLiation there are special rifuges, In wIch



large groups of people can be sheltered. These shelters possess igh Protective

properties. They have a strong protective construction (walls, coverings) which

is designed to sustain the effect of the air shock wave of the nuclear explosion.

Depending upon the relief of the site, the groundtwater level, and the type of

building materials, a refuge can be solid (monolithic), laminar, or underground.

Shelters of the solid type have reinforced concrete walls and coverings with a

thickness of several meters, they are constructed below ground level. With a high

groundwater level such shelters can protrude above ground. Shelters of the laminar

type -isually are completely sunk in the ground. They have thinner protective nafe-

guards in construction a' from above are protected by special reinforced conmrete

or a concrete slab, on which lies a layer of ground. Underground shelters are

located deep undergrounc. The layer of pround above this construction ensures the

required protection from the shock wave o. the nuclear explosion. Internal equip-

ment of all the lis.e-d shelters ensures the possibility of a long stay in them.

Basement shelters (built-in) are also a -i.-fieLently reliable means of pro-

tection of the population. They f'urnish protection from the effect of the shock

wave of a nuclear explosion (at some distance from the center or epicenter of the

explosion), light radiation, and penetrating radiation, and also radaLactive sub-

stances and other means of injury. These refuges are located in basements of

apartment bu 1 dings knd are convenient ?or fast occupancy by the population at any

time of the day at tha signal "Air alert". For A basement refue to give Ireat

protection, it should be ýcmpletely in the groixd; the covering should be lurab~e

and ;&ble to sustain the effect of the air shock ware, and in the c&se of destrjction

of the building, to sustain the weight of the !ollapsin# parts of the nil d ing.

When there are no basemnts in buildng4s, or when basaments do not correspnd

to the techmical requirents, near apartment or industrial buildings, speclai'y

Constructed, are separate shelters. They are made from reinforced concrete or

bri:za wlth reinforced concrete :cvvrirg and cmpletely or partially sunk In the



ground. The protective properties of separately standing shelters are approximately

the same as basement shelters.

During a nuclear explosion of great power only those shelters which are near

the epicenter or center of the explosion are destroyed. At a distance from the

place of explosion the effectiveness of a protective means of shelter will increase.

The total area in which shelters can be completely or partially destroyed constitutes
approximately more than 5% of the total area in which unprotected people will

perish or be injured.

Shelters are hermetically sealed. that is, they are insulated from the flow o "

external air. This is necessary so that contaminated air does not penetrate insi. •.

Modern shelters are equipped, taking into account requirements of protection frou

nuclear weapons, and have no less than two entrances and an emergency exit. Pro-

tected by a metal cover, the emergency exit is located at a definite distance froat

the building so that when the building is destroyed it will not Lmnble. Such

planning decreaes, at the same time, injury to those sheltered in case of partis:

destruction of the refuge; it ensures rapid filling of the refuge, and, when

necessary, fast and safe evacuation from it.

In the entrance vestibule are steel or reinforced concrete protecti- -hermet:c

and hermetic doors. The emergency exit is equipped with the same shutte:• . Door.

and shutters with the help of edging rubber and special tension mechanist1 are

tightly pressed to the opening and ensure its hermetic sealing.

For a constant flow of fresh air inside the shelter there is a filtr -- venti-

lation system.

In order that the shock rave not penetrate through the air-safeguardl ng devir

inside the shelter, special wave quenchers are established.

If the hermetic sealing of the refuge is done reliably, then after c'.osing a.!

doors and manholes and starting the filter-ventilation unit the air presa re insic

the shelter will be somewhat higher than outside. There are formee so-c led



supports increasing the reliability of the hermetic sealing. By the amount of

support we judge the quality and condition of the shelter's hermetic s.aling.

In the ahelter are created everydaq conditions medically hygienic; it is

equipped with illwmination, central heating, a water line, sewerage, and benches

and plank-beds are set up. All this in necessary in order to ensure conditions for

a long stay in the shelter, especially when, due to avalanches, the exit is hampered

or the site around the refuge is so strongly contaminated that the exit before

appropriate treatment cannot be used.

The refuge should have a fire-fighting capability, tools for emergency rescue.

work, a reserve of clay, sacking, and wire for stopping up cracks in the walls, a

medicine chest, decontamination means, a reserve battery, or kerosene lanterns, and

candles.

Emergency tools are intended so that those sheltered could emerge under their

own strength, from their covered shelters.

All refuges should be constantly ready for use, supplied with all the necessary

property and inventory, kept clean, and have free entrances.

One of the main collective means of protection in mall cities and inhabited

localities in rural areas are shelters of various types of construction: sunken,

semi-sunken (trench, dugout), underground (gallery). All of them enmurc the pro-

tection of people from the destructive effects of a nuclear explosion und in the

first place, from the threat of contamination by radioactive substancer, along the

path of the radioactive cloud. The effectiveness of shelters in obviocv from the

following example.

Wood and earthen shelters, built in the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki for

the protection of the population from ordinary aerial bombs, turned out to be com-

paratively stable to the effect of the atomic explosion. At a distance of 275

meters from the epicenter of the explosion more than half of such shelters were

preserved while apartment buildings were destroyed at a distance of 1,,500 - 1,800

meters.



(a) (c).

iNM0 17r'-*I (d)

~(e)

/~ ; 1-m'r04c. (g)

Simplest wood and earthen shelter.
M.Y (a) Sod; (b) Filling 60-

80cm (Kneaded cl&Y 10 -15 c;
Sd ?&UaSe ceilingj, diameter 14 ca;

D)tistance Bar, diameter 10 ca;
()Plate lining, diameter 18/2 cm;
()Upxright,, diameter 14 ca.

X1: (a) Fil-ling 60 - 80 cu; (b) Kneaded clay:
(c) Reinforced concrete panel1'ý.
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(b)).
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L5 (___ " .. " ra/"- 'e
.:6 ý-j .f•-l "" C'-, .

(k.7 ""•. :' , -"((I
('(g

Dugout
Kmr: (a) Sod; (b) Kneaded clay 10 - 15 cm; (c) False
ceiling, diameter 16 cm; (d) Filling 60 - 90; (e)
Drainage ditch. Distance Bar, diameter 16 ca; (f)
Upright diameter 16 cm through 90 cm; (g) Lining from
poles, slabs, or boards, diameter 10 c•; (h) Stamped
clay 15 cm; (i) Brace; (J) Boards 2.5 c. (k) Bar;
(1) Dintance Bar; (a) Drainage; (n) Gromd le•l.

Ordinary shelters are narrow trenches covered from above, deeigned for 20 to

80 persons.

The selecticon of const.ruction and the type of shelter depends, in the first

place, on the ground conditions, groundt depth, rite relief, anl buildin.g

materials. For .:am•ple, in a case where the groundwater depth is lower tV n 2.5

meters from the surface, sunken shelters are built, but with a higlir leve. of

groundwater semi-cxnken shelters are built.

Underground :halters (gallery) are built in the steep slopes of ravinr , pre-

cipices, and shores of rivers, without opening the upper layers of the gro' :d. For

that, sections with dry stable ground are selected.

The protective thickness of the ground above the shelter (Sallory) shc .ild be

no leos than 3 meters. Before the entrance into the galler. there ..s a prr ;ective

wall.

Shelters, as a rule, are constructed by the population under leadersh* of

building specialists in predetermined places. In order that shelters not -nble,
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they are erected at a distance from the surrounding buildings, equal to half the

height of these buildings, plus 3 meters, but in all cases no nearer than 7 meters.

Shelters car-not be located near storehouses with fuel, electricity, mains, sewerage,

gas, water lines, electric high tension lines, and also flooded sections. It is

best of _11 to build a shelter in sections free from buildings (vacant areas,

boulevards, large yards, and kitchen gardens).

For building one should select a dry raised place, located as near as possible

to the usual place of residence.

For bracing th- walls of the shelters boards, wattle, cane, brushwood, brick,

or other available materials can be used. With an absence of necessary building

material it is possible to pull apart cheap wooden structures.

For a roof use logs, ties, poles, over which pack a layer of kneaded clay

10 - 15 centimeters thick, and then a layer of ground 60 - 80 centimeters thick.

The covering a be flat, arshd with bruswood, boud together with cane or

brudroood. ]h woodless regions I Is po•sible to use saW begs. i'br the eqnimt of

shelters various reinfoced concrete puLs are aleo useful: bes, sIabap and peanels.

Shelters of reinforced concrete rings possess high protective properties.

Along the floor of the shelters is built a drainage canal connected with a

water-collecting well located at the entrance. Ent~snce into the shelter is made

gradually. At the entrance is a vestibule with wooden doors. To increase the

period of service, wooden structures before installation ,ae processed with resin

or other preservative compositions and for protection from fires are covered with

fire protective plaster or paint.

In the shelters there are benches for sitting and plank-beds for lying down.

A place is provided for the installation of stoves, ventilation equiptent, and

tanks with water. For the toilet there is asigned a special niche which is

separated by a partition. For illumination kerosene and electric lanterns or candles

can be used.
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To protect the people frce radioactive substances the shelter is hermetic&lly

sealed. For this all slots in the construction pieces are thoroughly stopped up and

as far am possible filled, and the door is equipped with tension locks. Inside in

the simplest filter-ventilation equiment.

In the absence of refuges and shelters, especially under the conditions of a

surprise enea air attack, it is possible to use for protection various sunken

structures, natural features and various green cultivation. It is possible to be

covered on slopes of heights turned in a direction from the cinter of the city or

the nearest big industriai objective. In woods, parks, squares, and gardens, one

should not shelter oneself in the middle of big trees. It is safest to be sheltered

on the edges or in sections covered by shrubs or young trees. In parks and on

boulevards it is possible to use low barriers, walls of fountains, and stumps of

big trees for thelter.

Various sunken structures, such as basments, tunnels, and undergroumr passages,

can be used for protection only if their covering is sufficiently durable to sustain

frapients of buildings collapsing above them or near thim, if they are fireproof,

and if they ensure the possibility of getting out of them with rubble above.

When necessary, the covering of these structures are strengthened by additional

colums and boxbeams, unnecessary door openings and windows are fillea, a"d the

location is equipped with everything necessary.

In the absence of protective struc..ures it is possible to seek shelter in

ditches, pits, drains, re-essions of railroads &nd highways, foundations and trenches

dug for the foundations of buildings or for laying water lines and other mains.

It is possible to seek shelter in basements. In &sements witt wirndov one

should be nearer to the walls, but not opposite the w-idowu. When necessary it is

possible to seek shelter in the first stories of stone and other durable buildirnp,

using for protection staircases with reinforced concrete flights or Anteric1

principal walls. If it is necessary to seek shelter near walls, on. should lie lown,

face to wall, at a separating wall, or below windows.



Indiv1iu Mefn of Protgcti

Important to the protection of people, along with collective methods, are

individual methods, protecting the organs of breathing, the eyes, the face, a&d alL

the surface of the body fro the entry of radioactive substances inside an organism

nd contsmination by them of the body. Individual mens of protection are prepare(

by industry. However, for protection I' is possible to use also the simplest

available means of protection. The w•et reliable :eans of protecting the organs of

breathIM, the eyes, and the face frm radioactive substances is a filtering gas

mask. The protective action of such a gas mask is based on the principle of

filtr;:tion, that is, purification of contaminated air from radioactive substances

Ln the internal layers of the was mask caais'Ler. fue to this, unwder the mask (face

part ) of the gas mask proceeds the necessary mrs air. During a forced long stay

in a contaminated atmosphere radioactive substances will be stored in the gas mask

canister and iL can become a source of radioactive radiation. Thereforo, to in-

crease the operational period of the filters in the gas mask canisters various re-

placement protective filters are developed, and at ho it is possible to prepare

cases frm flannel or baeso. Protective filters and cases increase the pmotective

pexer of the gas mask. The facing part of *,he gas mask, prepared from rubber, serves

for bringing air, purified in the gas mask c,nister to the organs of breathing, and

,:!so for the protection of the eyes and face fro radioactive substances. -urther-

mor-,, the facing part weakens the effect of light radiation on the skin of the fa,-.

Our industry makes gas masks for adults and children. For protection of the

taliest children (infants) special children's protective sets are made. Gas masks

Ruarantee reliablo protection only with -orrect selection (necessary wise), ski f~il

;ipplication and use in various conditions. Therefore, it is necessary systematically

to check correctness of fit of gas masks in gas fNeigation chambers aM to conduct

gas mask trainn.



In the absence of gas mahks, for the protection of the organis of breathing

from radioactive dust it is possible to use respirators, used in various enterprises

for protectio from industrial dust and also various dressings (for axnaple, cotton-

gauze) and masks (filter masks, anti-dust masks), which the population can make.

Cotton-gauos dressing is made from a piece of gause and a layer of cotton

(thickness 1 - 2 centimotere)desigred so that dressing tightly covers the bottoM of

the chin, the mouth, and the nos to eye depressions. For protection of the eyes

one should put an anti-dust spectacles.

To make a filter-ask it is necessary to take 10 - 12 layers of gause and to

sew them ii. the form of a mask, covering the chin and face along its frontal part.

Holes for eyes are covered by a celluloid plate, which is glued to the gause.

The anti-dust mask is prepared from L - 5 layers of fabric: an upper layer

(tight layer of coarse calico or linen), 2 - 3 internal layers (broadcloth, flannel-

ette, or wool) and a lower lay-r (j. fabric not contaminated when moistening). These

materials are cut, then sewed, and to them bracing is sewed. Glass for the eye

holes will be cut from glass, plexiglas , or celluloid.

In an extreme case, for protection of the organs of breathing from radioactive

substances it is possible, temporarily to rse a towel or handkerchief formed in

several layers, and i2 oo cotton and gause tightly pressed to nose and mouth.

Improvised means of prote,:ting the organs of breathing are intended only for

brief protection. Therefore, those using them, should, as fast as possible emerge

from the region of radioactive contamination as directed by the local organs of

civil defense. if the situation is not clear, then it is better to use the neares

shelter until receiving orders from the civil defense posts.

To protect the surface of the body from the effect of i.*dioactiye substances

individual means of T.;otecting the skin are used. As a rule, the population does

not have spec!-i' means of protection (coveralls and protec•ive suits). Therefere,

it is necessary to us, for this purpose improvised (hcom-ade) means of prz-tectirw



the skin - ordinary clothes. The population can independently Prepare, frlm un-

bleached linen or other closely woven cloth (for example, oilcloth), a protective

cloak with a hood and protective stockings, which are put over ordinary clothes.

Also it is possible beforehand to adapt clothes for purpoes of protection. The

best of all for the masculine worker to use are athletic or school suits (jacket-

and trousers) or the standard quilted jacket. To guarantee they are airtight, it

is necessary to pr•epare additional attachments: breastplates, hocds, and side

clasps of trousers.

In the absence of a(prepared beforehand) h-me-made manm of protection frcm

radioactive substances, it is possible to use ordinary cloaks, raincoat@, overcoats,

and cotton jackets. For the best protection of the skin, clothes should be buttoned

on all hooks and buttons; the collar should be lifted and tied by a scarf, g'lovea

should be on and ends ef sleeves tied with twine or cord. Women should don trousers,

children, best of all, should be carried in arms, wrapped in a blanket or sheet.

To pirtest loeg rubber boots, ove~hoes sad Salemoe a used. LI an extra

ase it is poeaible .o wrep the legs in tarpuling, oilsIth, sackin o' thiek paper.

Evn wooden r plywood boards attached to the soles give a certan protectir when

WasiS4 t~hrvaw a c -ai~e arfa.

All these mt.do ensure only a brief p-otection.

But If we quickly and skillfully use the available vmns of protection, then

it is possible to weaken signl.icantly the of effect of radioactive substances

on the organism.

5. Lj Oblia.io" and Rules for the Behavior
of the Por!1lation Under Nuclear Attack

To a significant degree the succeso of protection from nuclear weapons depends

on the belAvior of tah pop•vlation under attack from the air, as well as skillful

and correct actions in the striken areas, in rcontaaAinated areas, and also when

counteractLig the conseq-iences cf nuclear attack.



The characxr of the actions of citisens under renclear attaak depends on the

ccaplications of the situation and is determined by signals and orders of civil

defense.

Rules of behavior and action of the population on signals of civil defense

and in the strlken areas are determined by special resolutions of executive

ccnmittees of Coumcils of Deputies of workers and by order of civil defense head-

quarters.

In these resolutions, the texts of which are published in the press, there are

transmitted, by local broadcast networks and released in the form of separate

announceients, clearly defined obligations of citizens with respect to personal

protection, and the priority and order of car-ring out warning (lowering the de-

structive effect of nuclear weapons) measures are established, as well as the means

of supplying civil defense signals and the order of action based on these signals.

Protective asur'u-es of civil defense include fire- preventive, anti-ep.>Imic,

and medical-hygienic measures. They are conducted in all enterprises, establishmer.-s,

educational institutions, and all apartment houses.

By order of the organs of civil defense the population should participate in

buildi.i and equipping shelt•-a

The earthwork of a shelter must be :o-mopeted in the shortest possible period

since a tull prcfiie trench alreadýy can be, to some degre3, used for protection.

In each apartment fire-fighting measures should be conducted. All &reas in

apertment houses should be cloared of inflamable objects, and gas iines, electric-"i

appli•nces, and heating systems shou'. be in good ccnditlu,.

Loudpeaker- and radios should be constantly on, . or•ers and directlons

of civil defense will be t-anmitted by radio.

It is necessary to make for all meibere of the fa.ily, -.nd zons*ant[y keep

convenient for f!%t use; Indlvidla1 t-mans of anti-.•as protection.

If it is m-r possible to purchase or oý-tain gas mas , it is necessary to pr.e-

pare coflom-gause dressings and anti--dst easks. Also it Is necessary to make



protective cloaks, protective stockings and mittens, and to obtain bandaging

materiAl. If directives of civil defense are followed, all indiridual mans of

protection ard bandaging materials one should constantly have- on hand.

It is very iaportant to prepare beforehand a two-to-three day reserve of food

and water. Food, documents, and bandaging materials should be packet in a special

bag or ruicksack and constantly on hand.

All objectswhich can during a nuclear explosion inflict wounds (table lamps,

pictures, etc.), it is necessary to rove; soft furniture and other objects of

everyday home use should be kept in standard covers or covered with soie kind of

cloth. Such order one should maintain daily in the dwelling.

All citizens .ust accurately execite the orders of -ivil defense. T n parti-

cular, all orders transmitted in cornection with the e7acuation of children, p.÷A'ient¶j,

aged, a..d disabled citizens from big cities will be strictly executed.

Decisions concerning evacuation made by the organs cf Soviet power, wiii be

transmitted to citizens by relayed broadcast, television, anzuncements, and th

press, as well as at their places of work. The order will indicate who is sub4e-t

to evacuation, the lo;cation of assembly points and the embarkation of transpor1,

routes of evacuation, what is permitted to be taken as baggage, where and to whom

to turn in case of difficulty.

As soon as the order is given in the city (or the signal is passed) to ev•iu -',i,

every Cit'.en subject to eva..,;: . -on should ia.diateiy check whether hia neighbors

heard tt-im signal, ther quickly get ready And head to the assembly pctnt. "por

arriv.al at the assembly point It is necessary to register and to await fu-ther

orcers.

Arriving at drtinatlon point, evacuated citis!--s carry out A correspond:n'g

registration at the reception places of the evacuated popuilation and w)'ve *-here

a.:I problemis connedted with dist--•ibutior., li e, and labor.

During eva, .ation :- zens h-&.s to manifest a high awareness and observe



steadily *he established order. They are obliged to exocute all orders of chiefs

of echelons, workers of the militia, and other persons responsible for carrying out

the evacuation.

With the appearance of a direct threat of nuclear attack from the air the

signal "Air alarm" will be passed. The signal "Air alert" is given by blowing

whistles of all sound media for 2 - 3 minutes, and also by relayed broadcast. At

enterprises and establishments it is duplicated by local means. Time for carryir

out measures for this signal will be limited (only sevaral minutes), therefore it

is necessary to act fast and dexterously.

The main problem will lie in organization, observing the strictest disciplin

abandoning the location without panic, and getting to shelter. But before abandor

the location, it is necessary to dress quickly, extinglaish fires in furnaces, ex-

tinguish primuses and oil stoves, turn off gas systems and electric heater appliar

close air vents, windows, take prepared rucksack or bag, then close door and head

to the nearest refuge or shelter. If on the street during the signal "Air alarm,

one should execute orders of policemen on duty and civil defense wardens who will

indicate the location of the nearest refuges or shelters. If the signal "Air ale

comes at work or in a public place, one shouid take protective measures directed

the administration.

It is necessp.-y even in peacetime to study the location of entrances to re..

and the way to them. When filling shelters there should be no commotion and di:

order.

It is the duty of everyone to help children, invalids, and aged g quickly

the shelters. To guarantee order when filling shelters and the obser nce of i

of behavior in the refuges, the civil defense formation sets out speci posts.

is the obligation of each one sheltered to occupy a place in sections .- ly on or

of the duty officer and to help him maintain order.

In the refuge (shelter) it is necessary to take reserve provision, water,

individual imus of protection. It is prohibited to take dcmestic animals, inflammable
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and sharp smelling substances. In the refuge one should conduct oneself calmly,

not making abrupt and unnecessary movements. It is prohibited to smoke and, without

permission of the commandant, to light kerosene lamps and candle, i.e., this worsens

the composition of the air. All sheltered are obliged to execute directives of the

duty officer and give him aid. Even during actual severe circumstances one shou•il'

remain calm and not panic.

During contamination of the inhabited locality by poisoning and radioactive

substances, and also bacteriological agents the signal "Chemical attack" is sent

out with the help of sound means (whistles of factories for 1 - 2 minutes in the

form of a series - one long and one short) and by relayed broadcast. With air

attack using nuclear weapons this signal does not go out since the nuclear explosic.,

itself is considered, simultaneously, as the signal "Chemical attack".

Rules of behavior and the action of the population, to a significant degree,

depend on where they are surprised by this signal.

If, for any reason, people remain outside shelter or are in shelters not

equipped for gas defense they should immediately put on gas masks, cloaks, stockings,

or other means of protection and emerge from the contaminated region.

If people are in refuges, then they continue to remain in place, executing the

orders of the cownandant. The duration of stay in refuges in these cases depencL

on the external situation and the condition of the refuge.

If shelters are in contaminated territory, the population does not abandon

them until receiving the order from civil defense headquarters. When the hermetic

sealing is disturbed, all sheltered have to put on individual means of protection.

Necessity can arise for taking the people from refuges and equipped shelterý3

even in the case when the site around the shelter is contaminated, decontamination

% work has not been conducted (during threat of avalanche, floording, c- flowing of

gas inside the compartment), and the exits of the refuges are heaped up. In thi:3

,case one should use the emergency exit. The order of exit and the rules for using

7the emergency exit will be reported to -those sheltered, by the coumandant. It i1



necessary to help the aged and children emerge, especially during movement along a

gallery and the rise through the shaft of the emergency exit.

The emrgency exit may also be blocked or it may not be. In this case, using

an emergency tool, the sheltered themselves under the leadership of the comnandant

take measures to c)ear the obstructions or to make a new exit.

Before abandoning the refuge, it is necessary to put on individual means of

protection and to cover all exposed sections of tbe body.

After exit from refuges one should ob6erve the rules of behavior in contaidnated

territory and accurately execute directives of the civil defense posts. The least

infraction of the rules may cause injury.

If civil defen3e has -hecked and designated boundaries of the contaminated

area, then during movement. it is neiessary to follow warning signs and to move only

along shown routes and passages. In the absence of signs it is necessary to act

independently.

In order to re~duce the time of stay in contaminated areas, move quicKly (but

do not rum), try4.ng not to lift dust. If the pqth lit. threough a park, boulevard,

or garden, one must not touch branches, leaves, or grass, bince on them falls radio-

active dust and remains a long tiae. If the region is greatly destroyed, one should

move in the middle of the street since additional crumblings and cave-ins of build-

Lzng3 are possible.

If through the contaminated regirn. move a gro,!p of people, it is necessary to

observe intervals so that dust from thcee in front does :ot fall on those behind.

It is necessary to r tember that in the contarmLnated region one must not sit, loan,

kneel (!own, or lie down, since here everythtag can be, contamdnated. In no case

should on. smoke, eat, drink, or remove gas mask and other means of protection. Tt

i5 forbidden to enter buildings or to take any objects in the contamtnated territory

or location,

When moving one must watch that a1l the surface of the bocy i& covored. Gloves

should not be removed to repair cloaks, stockings, etc, with the bare hands, It is



necessary to render possible help to the injurod, children, aged, invalids, and the

sick.

After leaving the contaminated area and, in certain cases, even in the con-

taminated territory, it is necessary to produce partial medical treatment and dis-

"•e'ction of clothes and footwear. If washing points are already developed and

working, then civil defense will direct the population to the posts for full medical

treatment.

After leaving the region of radioactive contamination all citizens go through

radiation monitoring and other forms of special inspection.

As has already been said above, a serious threat to the population are rdlo-

active substances falling from the region of the radioactive cloud at a great dis-

tance from the place of nuclear explosion. Concerning the approach of the radio-

active cloud th3 population is informed by a special signal, which is given by the

same means as the signal "Chemical attack.,,' or by those methods determined by the

organs of civil defense in the locality.

The main protective measure in the zone of radioactive contamination will be

the shelter and protection of the people in the locality. The best means of pro-

tection are refuges and shelters eqaipped with anti-gas defense.

In their absence can be usea dugouts, cellars or basements. It is rossible to

be protected in apartment houses and other buildings. All these shelters signi-

ficantly weaken the effect of radioactive radiation (a dugout by 100 - 150 times;

i ditch with a covering, by 40 times; a stone house, by 10 - 15 times; and a wood~rn

house, by 3 - J times). In the simplest shelters it is necessary to use means of

protection for the organs of breathing.

The length of stay in the shelters and the further behavior of these sheltered

wiLl depend, in the first place, on the character of the contamination in the

territory.

The territory through which the radioactive cloud passes is onditionaliy

divided into two %ones: the zone of brief, tuaporary contamination dangerous t.
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unprotected people for 2 - 3 days, and the sone of steady contamination dangerous

for a longer period.

In regions of brief contaaination, constituting a large part of the contami-

nation belt, people, after the levels of radiation drop to permissible norms,

abandon shelters and continue to work and live iiU th6 former place. In regions of

steady contamination the behavior of citizens should be otherwise. After staying

in shelters for several days it will be necessary on the order of the civil defense

organs to abandon them and, in an organized manner, to emerge or to depart for un-

contaminated regions, observing main rules for getting out of contaminated regions.

In a number of cases, as a measure of protection, erergency evacuation will

take place from regions, wh.Lch will threaten the danger of contamination along the

route. However, similar measures of protection are not always applicable, since to

evacuate people completely, especially from regions where there are important in-

dustrial objectives, will not always be possible.

The signal "Air alert" can come unexpectedly before carrying out warning and

protective measures of civil defense. This means that enemy rockets or aviation

have disturbed the air space of our native land, and the city can be subjected to

a nuclear blow at any minute.

The action of the population under conditions of a suddenly given signal

"Air alert" will be complicated. But even in these, very complicated conditions

one should act in an organized manner and without panic. Knowledge of the de-

structive properties of a nuclear weapon and the skill to use the simplest means

and methods of protection have an extremely important value for the preservation of

life to a significant number of people.

It is necessary, as fast as possible, to abandon buildings and to seek shelter

in the jarest refuge, basement, or any other shelter. Considering the possibility

of a stay in contaminated areas, it is necespary to take a raincoat, overcoat, sheet,

galoshes, overshoes, and other things, which can be used for purposes of individual

pro tection.



If in any public place, one should not panic and rush to doors, but should

calmly listen to the directives of the administration and act in accordance with

them.

On the outskirts of the city use any possibility to abandon the city quickly

on foot or in any incident&], machine.

If the signal "Air &Iert" is given in a locality and the citisens do not

manage to flee, it is possible to recomend the use of basements of buildings as

shelters. If basements have windows, one should stay nearer the walls, but not

opposite the windows. In the absence of basements it is possible to be sheltered

in the first stories of stone buildings, using for protection staircases with

durable reinforced concrete flights or interior principal walls. If it is necessary

to shelter oneself near exterior waljs, it is necessary to lie with face to wall,

to a separating wall, or below the windows.

If a nuclear explosion occurs while on the street, one should waste Mo time

-n a search for refuges and shelters, but one should upe stone barriers, fountains,

and other durable barriers for protection.

Even if such shelters are lacking, one can run to the middle of the street,

quickly lie face down, cover legs and hands by a protective cloak, and remain

motionless for 10 - 20 seconds after the explosion.

On the outskirtp of the city and in a rurual site it is possible to use for

protection natural features and certain artifical structures. Even a slight depth

in a site possesses certain protective

properties. For example, narrow winding

ravines, quarries, trenches, pits, ditches

and others, offer protection from the

shock wave. Heights with steep slopes,

deep ravin~e, creatirg a shad.'i, offer
If there is no shelter, lie down

on the ground. protection from light radiation and
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penetrating radiation. As shelters it is possible to use pipes under embankments,

embanimsnts themelves, and hollows.

Forests and parks strongly lower the

-_ --_ =- destructive effect of the shock wave and

light radiation. The radii of striken

areas of the shock wave in forests, as

compared with open sites, are reduced

approximately 1.5 times, and light radi-

ation 3 times. In wooc',, parks, and

gardens it is necessary to be in sections

covered by shrub or young trees. Large

trees can inflict injury on people from

Shelter in a ditch and behind a
fence during an explosion of an broker, boughs and falling trunks.

atomic bomb.
While executing these recomendations,

one should know that sunken structures and site relief can be used only for brief

protection from the effect of shock wave, light radiation, and, partially, from the

penetrating radiation of the nuclear explosion. 20 - 30 seconds after burst one

should leave the striken area, observing fixed rules of behavior.

With nuclear explosion in inhabited localities there can be a significant

number of injured. All .f them will need emergency medical help. Delay can have

severe consequences.

Therefore, the timely and correct rendering of first aid is the duty of all

the adult population. It is necessary alno to remember th ' those citizens, un-

injured and able to work, can be sti ned to the job of -nunteraztiisg tne con-

sequences of nuclea- t-cplosion. Therefore, all should be prepared to fulfill rescue

and other works in the striken area, both independently, and within the norailitary

civil defense organization.



Conclusion

A nuclcar weapon is a powerful weapon and with its use the sone of destruction

will include extensive territories a&d a large quantity of the population. Before

the might of nuclear weapons we are not powerless. To guard the sacred boundarie6

of our native land stand the valiant Armed forces of the Soviet Union, equipped by

first-class technology. Along with the further improvement of active methods of

combatting the rocket-nuclear weapons of the enemy it is necessary to carry out

more widely special measures for the protection of the population. These measures

are quite effective and can decrease loss and injury.

The active participation of all the population in measures of civil defense is

a mitter of great national importanca. Civil defense is a national uatter since it

?ulls into the orbit of its activity, without exception, all the population of our

country, wherever they live. Civil defense is a great, humane matter; it is pre-

paring the multi-million population of our country for active protection from

weapons of mass destruction.

Therefore, all forms of participation of the population in measures of civil

defense have to be daily developed, including such as daily study and a deepening

of knowledge concerning protection from nuclear weapons.
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